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INTRODUCTION
Background
Spontaneous intracranial hypotension (SIH) secondary to spinal cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leak is characterised in most cases by disabling orthostatic headache, and may also have a variety of accompanying symptoms, including nausea and vomiting, neck pain, tinnitus, dizziness or vertigo, hearing disturbance, visual disturbance, back pain and cognitive symptoms. Although the level of disability attributable to SIH has not been quantified, patients with SIH often need to spend the majority of the day lying flat and are unable to perform activities of daily living or their employment duties.

SIH is usually (but not always) associated with features of low CSF pressure on MRI of the brain. The first-line treatment of SIH is non-targeted lumbar epidural blood patch (EBP), with the first EBP being reported as successful in 64% of patients in a recent meta-analysis. Other patients may respond to repeated non-targeted EBP, targeted patching or surgical repair of the dural defect. The condition is recently becoming better understood, aided by the development of newer radiological techniques, for example, with the discovery of CSF venous fistulas.
this, it is recognised that the diagnosis of SIH is often delayed or misdiagnosed and treatment pathways are not well established, prolonging a potentially treatable condition.3

The experience of patients of the diagnosis and management of SIH has not previously been systematically studied in the literature. We sought to undertake a survey of patients in the UK with medically confirmed SIH due to spontaneous spinal CSF leak. One of the reasons for conducting the survey was to identify current barriers to diagnosis and treatment of SIH, in order to inform the development of a national consensus clinical guideline for the investigation and management of SIH.

Objective
To present the results of a survey of patients with SIH, documenting the patient experience of its diagnosis and management as well as quantifying its impact on quality of life.

METHODS

Patient and public involvement
Patient members of the CSF Leak Association, a UK-based charity promoting awareness of CSF leaks, were fundamentally involved in all aspects of the study, including the study design, recruitment of participants, analysis of data and interpretation of the results.

Study design
We performed a cross-sectional web-based survey of patients with SIH. The survey was hosted by the CSF Leak Association from March 2021 to April 2021 on the Snap Surveys platform. The survey was advertised on the CSF Leak Association website and via social media platforms Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. Responses to the survey were anonymous.

The survey included questions on the respondents’ demographics, diagnoses, diagnostic pathway, investigations performed, treatments received, follow-up, advice given by medical professionals and healthcare service utilisation. The survey questions regarding demographic information and initial diagnostic pathway were asked of all respondents. Questions regarding investigations performed and treatments received were asked of only those respondents who said that they had been seen by a hospital specialist.

The survey also included the EQ-5D-5L quality of life measure,4 the Headache Impact Test-6 (HIT-6) measure of headache-related disability,5 and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) questionnaire.6 These questionnaires were asked of only those patients who said that they had been seen by a hospital specialist.

The survey also included the EQ-5D-5L quality of life measure,4 the Headache Impact Test-6 (HIT-6) measure of headache-related disability,5 and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) questionnaire.6 These questionnaires were asked of only those patients who currently had ongoing symptoms of SIH. Several additional questions of life questions were devised specifically for this survey to assess the impact of SIH on employment and financial health, and were written so that they could be answered retrospectively, and these questions were asked of all respondents.

RESULTS

Participants
There were 212 respondents to the survey, 64 of whom had a confirmed diagnosis of SIH due to spinal CSF leak, were receiving care within the UK and were, therefore, included in the final analysis (see figure 1).
The mean age of respondents was 42.8 years (SD: 10.3 years, range: 20–65 years), and 60/64 (94%) were female. Just over two-thirds (43/64, 67.2%) had ongoing symptoms of SIH at the time of completing the survey. The median duration of SIH symptoms was 24 months (IQR: 53.5 months, range: 0–240 months). The majority (52/64, 81.3%) of respondents had experienced a single episode of SIH, 5/64 (7.8%) had experienced two episodes and 7/64 (10.9%) had experienced 3 or more episodes.

**Diagnostic pathway**

Patients first presented to their general practitioner (GP) in 33/59 (55.9%) of cases. Of these, the median number of visits before being referred to a hospital specialist (usually a neurology department) was 3 (IQR: 4, range: 1–15). Patients first presented to an emergency department (ED) in 24/59 (40.7%) of cases. Of these, 15 (62.5%) were admitted to hospital, two (8.3%) were discharged with an outpatient appointment and seven (29.2%) discharged to see their GP.

The majority of respondents (51/64, 79.7%) had been seen by a hospital specialist, usually a neurologist. The median wait time to being seen by a hospital specialist was 3 weeks for patients who first presented to their GP (IQR: 9 weeks, range: 0–22 weeks) and 1 week for patients who first presented to an ED (IQR: 6 weeks, range: 0–16 weeks). This difference was not statistically different (p=0.302). Over half (28/51, 54.9%) had seen more than one neurologist for their condition. In 23/51 (45.1%), the diagnosis of SIH was not received by the patient from the first specialist they were referred to but was later made by another specialist. The median time from symptom onset to receiving a diagnosis of SIH was two months (IQR: 6 months, range: 0–180 months). The median time to diagnosis was 2.5 months in those who initially presented to their GP compared with one month in those who initially presented by ED, but this difference was not statistically significant (p=0.149).

On a scale of 1 (very easy) to 10 (very difficult) for how easy the patient felt it was to get a formal diagnosis for their condition, the median response was 6.5/10 (IQR: 6, range: 1–10), with 13/50 (26%) of patients giving a response of 10. In response to an additional free text question about the patient experience of been diagnosed with SIH, the majority of responses were negative, selected responses to this question are given in **box 1**.

**Investigations**

The most commonly performed investigation was MRI of the brain, which had been performed in 49/51 (96.1%) of patients, with contrast in 75.5% of cases. The median wait time for MRI was four weeks (IQR: 11 weeks, range: 0–56 weeks). In 7/49 (14.3%) of the patients, the MRI of the brain was initially reported as normal, but later re-read by another radiologist as showing signs of SIH. In 5/37 (13.5%) of the patients in whom the MRI was requested with contrast, the MRI needed to be repeated as the contrast was not given or not given correctly at the first appointment.

In 17/51 (33.3%) of patients, a lumbar puncture had been performed, five of these patients underwent two lumbar punctures, and four patients underwent three or more lumbar punctures. In 27/51 (52.9%) of patients, either CT myelography (CTM) or digital subtraction myelography had been performed. The median delay to myelography being performed was eight weeks (IQR: 36 weeks, range: 1–150 weeks). In 4/51 (7.8%) of patients, intracranial pressure monitoring had been performed.

**Treatment**

Twenty-six (51%) of the respondents reported that they were initially advised to use conservative management, including bed rest. In 13 patients, this was recommended in parallel with an EBP being organised, and in 11 patients this was recommended for a specific period of time before an EBP was organised, with the period of time recommended ranging from one week to 12 weeks (median: 4.5 weeks, IQR: 5 weeks). Twenty-three (45.1%) of the respondents also reported being discharged with an outpatient appointment and seven (13.5%) discharged to see their GP.

Is there anything else about your experience of diagnosis that you would like to tell us?

Was sent home from A&E twice before being admitted on the third trip to hospital even though a CSF leak was suspected at the first visit. I don’t feel that the condition is taken seriously enough.

Local wait to see a neurologist was 9–12 months even when urgent. GP referred to Ambulatory Care at Hospital as felt it was the only option, but the general medicine consultants there thought that normal brain MRI and normal opening pressure meant no leak.

I’ve been left in pain for nearly 4 years. Been laying down for nearly all this time awaiting the new long-awaited CT myelogram to find leak/s.

I’ve seen four neurologists (three local, one London) and two neurosurgeons (neuroscience centre). It was a pain clinic physiotherapist that suggested a CSF leak so I made a private appointment with a CSF leak specialist (fifth neurologist) who confirmed SIH.

I was very lucky in that I was diagnosed within 10 days of symptoms onset. I had my first blood patch 2 days after diagnosis.

My experience was difficult and I am very glad I have private healthcare. Trying to go through the NHS involved 3 NHS 111 calls, 3–4 GP appointments and an A&E visit.

I feel that I was lucky with my diagnosis. Had the hospital not requested a neurologist to come to the ward I was in I would have been sent home with a different diagnosis entirely.

The neurologist offered me no treatment or follow-up appointments other than 1 box of codeine. Looking back, I can’t believe how unwell I was, yet I was discharged with no treatment plan or follow-up care.

It happened not long after changing OCP so got repeatedly told it was hormonal migraine despite no migraine history and the symptoms clearly having orthostatic features.

Neurologist at my local hospital refused to believe in CSF leak telling me to just get on with it, saying it’s daily chronic headaches and I’ll have to learn to live with it.

A&E, Accident and Emergency department; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; GP, general practitioner; OCP, contraceptive pill; SIH, spontaneous intracranial hypotension.

---

**Box 1** Selection of quotations demonstrating variation in patient experience of the diagnostic pathway of SIH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Is there anything else about your experience of diagnosis that you would like to tell us?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Was sent home from A&amp;E twice before being admitted on the third trip to hospital even though a CSF leak was suspected at the first visit. I don’t feel that the condition is taken seriously enough.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Local wait to see a neurologist was 9–12 months even when urgent. GP referred to Ambulatory Care at Hospital as felt it was the only option, but the general medicine consultants there thought that normal brain MRI and normal opening pressure meant no leak.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I’ve been left in pain for nearly 4 years. Been laying down for nearly all this time awaiting the new long-awaited CT myelogram to find leak/s.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I’ve seen four neurologists (three local, one London) and two neurosurgeons (neuroscience centre). It was a pain clinic physiotherapist that suggested a CSF leak so I made a private appointment with a CSF leak specialist (fifth neurologist) who confirmed SIH.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I was very lucky in that I was diagnosed within 10 days of symptoms onset. I had my first blood patch 2 days after diagnosis.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'My experience was difficult and I am very glad I have private healthcare. Trying to go through the NHS involved 3 NHS 111 calls, 3–4 GP appointments and an A&amp;E visit.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I feel that I was lucky with my diagnosis. Had the hospital not requested a neurologist to come to the ward I was in I would have been sent home with a different diagnosis entirely.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'The neurologist offered me no treatment or follow-up appointments other than 1 box of codeine. Looking back, I can’t believe how unwell I was, yet I was discharged with no treatment plan or follow-up care.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'It happened not long after changing OCP so got repeatedly told it was hormonal migraine despite no migraine history and the symptoms clearly having orthostatic features.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Neurologist at my local hospital refused to believe in CSF leak telling me to just get on with it, saying it’s daily chronic headaches and I’ll have to learn to live with it.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

of the patients reported that they were advised to use analgesic medications, and 11 (21.6%) said that they were prescribed a daily medication typically used for migraine or neuropathic pain (such as amitriptyline, topiramate or gabapentin). Nine patients (17.6%) received at least one intravenous caffeine infusion.

The majority of respondents (39/51, 76.5%) had undergone at least one non-targeted EBP. The median wait time from the first EBP being requested to being performed was two weeks (IQR: 3 weeks, range: 0–16 weeks). In 10 patients (26.3%), the first EBP was performed using radiological guidance, and three (7.7%) of the patients were offered sedation. At least one adverse effect from blood patching was reported by 14/39 (35.9%) of patients. The most common adverse effects were back pain lasting longer than four weeks in 10 patients (25.6%), nerve root pain in six patients (15.4%), sensory impairment in two patients (5.1%) and arachnoiditis in one patient (2.5%). Rebound high pressure symptoms were reported by 18/39 (46.2%) of the patients and in six patients this was managed with medication. Fourteen patients (35.9%) reported that they did not receive a follow-up appointment after their first EBP. In those who were followed-up, the time interval ranged from less than a week to 52 weeks (median: 5 weeks, IQR: 8 weeks).

Five patients were treated with a targeted fibrin glue patch and five patients were treated with surgery. The median wait time for fibrin glue patching was 12 weeks (IQR: 17 weeks, range: 2–36 weeks) and surgery was 10 weeks (IQR: 26 weeks, range: 4–52 weeks).

Eleven patients (21.6%) had been offered physiotherapy or rehabilitation as part of recovery from SIH, eight of whom (72.7%) found this helpful. Twelve patients (14.1%) had been referred to a pain clinic, and nine patients (14.1%) had been referred to mental health services. Overall, only 15 patients (23.4%) felt that they had received enough help and advice to manage their pain due to SIH. Only 3/29 (10.3%) of the patients in whom it was applicable had been offered any advice or guidance regarding pregnancy or labour and SIH.

Disability and quality of life
More than half of the respondents (37/62, 60%) reported that they had to amend work duties due to SIH, and more than a quarter (16/62, 26%) reported that they had lost their job. Two-thirds (42/63, 67%) reported that their condition had affected their financial health, 17/63 (27%) said that they were receiving state-funded benefits due to their condition and 3/63 (5%) reported that they had fundraised to support their medical costs. The majority of respondents (39/51, 76.5%) had fundraised to support their medical costs.

The HADS questionnaire was completed by 39/43 (91%) of the respondents who had ongoing symptoms. The median HADS score was 68 (IQR: 65–74), and 37/39 (94.9%) of the respondents were within the very severe impact range. The HADS questionnaire was completed by 42/43 (98%) of the respondents who had ongoing symptoms. Using a cut-off score of 11, 55% were in the abnormal range on the depression subscale and 38% on the anxiety subscale.

Selected responses to an additional free text question about the impact on quality of life due to SIH are given in box 2.

DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest published survey of the experience of patients with SIH, and the first in the UK. It provides quantitative and qualitative data demonstrating the level of disability and quality of life in patients suffering SIH across multiple domains, including pain, mobility, activities of daily living, financial circumstances and employment. The survey shows that SIH is often recognised late by healthcare professionals, with patients often seeing their GP multiple times with symptoms before they are referred to a specialist, and then the diagnosis frequently not being made by the first specialist seen. There may also be an underrecognition of imaging signs of SIH by radiologists demonstrated by the number of patients whose MRI of the brain was initially reported as normal but later re-read as showing signs of intracranial hypotension. The survey highlights several delays in the pathway to diagnosis and management, including the time to specialist appointment (median delay of three weeks), MRI of the brain (four weeks), period of bed rest (if recommended) (4.5 weeks), EBP (two weeks) and CTM (eight weeks); and in those patients who required it, targeted fibrin patching (median delay 12 weeks) and surgery (median delay 10 weeks). These interventions are undertaken sequentially in most patients meaning that the majority of patients will wait

![Figure 2](http://bmjopen.bmj.com)
and urgency with which it is treated. Lumbar puncture was performed in many patients (sometimes more than once) despite it being recognised that CSF pressure is commonly normal in patients with SIH and low CSF opening pressure is no longer included in the diagnostic criteria for SIH.8,9 There is also variability in how EBPs are performed, for example, in the use of imaging guidance and/or sedimentation.

The study was conducted with, and predominantly by, patients who have suffered with the condition and have experienced the diagnostic and management pathway themselves. Patient and public involvement in research is thought to have multiple benefits in producing better quality research, which is more relevant to their needs. The use of a web-based survey allowed a relatively large number of responses for an uncommon condition. It was decided to open the survey to a wide group of respondents, rather than a pre-selected group of patients in order to gain real-world data in a variety of settings and locations around the UK and maximise the number of respondents. The anonymity of the survey allowed respondents to feel comfortable in reporting their experience honestly and reducing social desirability bias. The use of validated questionnaires of quality of life, headache-related disability, anxiety and depression allowed objective assessment and quantification of the impact and disability attributable to SIH, which may be useful in raising awareness of the condition and funding for future research into SIH.

This study has several limitations. Responses were retrospective and some respondents had experienced SIH several years previously; therefore, responses were subject to recall bias. Responses were self-reported, and although there is no reason to suspect that responses were not honest, their reliability cannot be confirmed. A participation bias also may have existed in the patients who completed the survey: patients with a complicated diagnostic and/or therapeutic course and patients with negative experience may be more likely to respond due to a desire to improve care for others, whereas patients in whom SIH was diagnosed and treated early may be less likely to have sought information from and be aware of the patient charity, and/or less motivated to complete the survey. The recruitment methods through the CSF Leak Association and advertisement on social media may have also biased the sample of patients toward a younger population who are more likely to use social media or search for healthcare information online. There was an overrepresentation of female respondents, which likely represents the known increased likelihood of females to respond to online surveys.10 These factors mean that the results may not be generalisable to SIH in other populations. Finally, the sample size of the study would ideally be larger, but this is limited by the relatively rare nature of SIH, with the best estimate of its incidence at 3.7 per 100,000 of the population.11

The study supports previous evidence showing that misdiagnosis and diagnostic delay is common in SIH.3

Box 2  Selected quotations demonstrating impact of SIH on quality of life

Do you have anything else you would like to share about areas of your life affected by your CSF leak?

‘A CSF leak affected every area of my life—it was profoundly disabling. I could not care for my three children alone as I could not lift them.’

‘My disability was such a strain on my family my husband had a mental breakdown trying to cope with kids and financial responsibility.’

‘I have lost my career because of it. I lost my job in September 2019. I just want to be able to work, but I am mostly bed bound and have been since February 2019.’

‘I had to take 9 months off work and did not receive any sick pay. I had to spend my savings to fund my illness and to pay for the excess on my husband’s private medical insurance policy.’

‘I haven’t been able to be upright for more than 1 hour a day due to severe pain from my leak. I haven’t worked since my symptoms began. I need a lot of care and help from my husband. Because being upright for showering/bathing results in such painful symptoms I rarely shower properly.’

‘To go from being a healthy young women exercising 6 days a week to almost completely bed bound is really hard, and when we are left at home in this condition for months on end waiting for treatment I think that our consultants should make sure our GPs are aware that we are likely to need extra support … when we aren’t able to be upright long enough to cook for ourselves or shower ….’

‘I effectively lost 2 years of my life due to my leak. I lost the job I loved and had worked so hard for. The effect of living with my symptoms for so long before I was diagnosed was profound. I struggled to cope with the simplest aspects of everyday life and contemplated suicide as a way out when I was at my lowest ebb.’

‘The impact on my partner has been immense and not recognised just as much as the impact on my mental health was not recognised.’

‘Life completely altered for me and my partner. Had to sell our business and move to smaller house. Partner currently on career break to look after me. We are severely restricted in finances and ability to live life. Don’t see friends or family much.’

‘The impact on your life outwith hospital, your family, your friends, your work, your pastimes, your mental health is the iceberg under the water. Doctors only see the tip. The wider impacts of a leak are numerous and severe, and support is all but non-existent. Being sent home by doctors to lie in a bed for months on end, with no support, no job, no life is soul destroying.’

CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; GPs, general practitioners; SIH, spontaneous intracranial hypotension.

longer than 12 weeks for treatment (see figure 3). This is important given that recent evidence has demonstrated that shorter symptom duration is the best predictor of response to surgery for SIH, with a cut-off of treatment within 12 weeks predicting a better outcome.7 It is likely that in a minority of patients, delays were exaggerated by the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, although most patients were diagnosed and treated for SIH prior to the year 2020 and respondents were specifically asked for each intervention whether it had been delayed due to COVID-19, with less than 10% of respondents responding that it had done so for each intervention. The survey results also highlight the variability in current management pathways for SIH, including the interventions which are performed

This study also provides evidence for the suspected high levels of disability suffered by patients with SIH. The mean EQ-5D Visual Analogue Scale score of 36.4 in this patient population is worse than published mean scores of 59.7 in multiple sclerosis and 52.0 in advanced Parkinson’s disease.\textsuperscript{12,13} The mean HIT-6 score of 68.2 in this survey is comparable to a published mean score of 64.7 in a series of patients with SIH undergoing surgery for CSF-venous fistula, 65.5 in chronic migraine and 59.7 in idiopathic intracranial hypertension.\textsuperscript{14–16}

The survey demonstrates the variability of investigation and management pathways in SIH, likely resulting in delays to effective diagnosis and treatment. There are several potential explanations for this. It is a rare condition, meaning outside of specialist centres most general neurologists, radiologists, anaesthetists and neurosurgeons are likely to only see a handful of cases of SIH in their career, leading to lack of awareness. The understanding of SIH has progressed in the past 10 years, which has often not passed into clinical practice, where a number of misconceptions commonly exist, some of which are highlighted in the patient reports given in box 1.\textsuperscript{17}

This study gives support for the development of consensus clinical guidelines for the investigation and management of SIH based on the existing evidence base and highlights the need for further research into this condition in order to establish the optimal treatment pathway. Future research should ideally recruit patients at the time of diagnosis to confirm the efficacy of non-targeted epidural blood patching, identify factors which may predict prognosis and response to treatment, and demonstrate improvement in objective outcome measures. We hope that this study will increase awareness of SIH and its impact on quality of life, thereby improving patient care and motivating future research.

![Figure 3](http://bmjopen.bmj.com/)

**Figure 3** Delays from referral to a specialist to investigation and treatment. Bars represent cumulative wait time assuming the investigations/interventions were performed sequentially and there was no gap between each intervention being performed and the next being requested. Only those patients who reported their wait time for specialist appointment, MRI of the brain and non-targeted EBP are shown. The chart shows that only 1/3 of patients received their first EBP within 12 weeks of being referred to a specialist. EBP, epidural blood patch.
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